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INTRODUCTION 
During various courses on eighteenth 
and nineteeth century literature, I had often felt the urge 
to compare the outstanding writers of each and to study the 
environment in which their works were produced with a view 
to determining exactly the causes of the swing away from 
satire into romanticism. 
Having previously lacked the time 
for the necessary reading on which to base this study, I 
hoped for its approval as a subject for my Thesis. The 
organization of my reading has given me many interesting 
and even thoroughly delightful hours. 
It is the part of history,we have 
often been told,to vr.rite the facts, and the part of lit-
erature to interpret them SJ.d their effect upon humanity. 
The historical facts of the late eighteenth century so 
affected literature as to almost completely change its fo~ 
and scope. It is as though the writers of this age and 
the next suddenly perceived that although the land might 
not be infinite, the horizon certainly was. 
In breaking away from the formalism 
of the eighteenth-century satirists, the early Romanticists 
opened a road of freedom and info~ality and imagination 
iv 
which has been broadening out even to the present day. 
When the "white still dawn" * of 
Romanticism "lifted the skies and pushed the hills apart" * 
it was inevitable that satire should wane. I have found the 
best of both a.i fascinating study. 
* Joy Of The Morning, Edwin Markham. 
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Chapter I 
THE PREVALENCE, FO:ml .AND PURPOSE OF SATIRE IN LI'l!ERA'!URE 
In my proposed a~, satire , the literary 
form, ~be likened to a stream which from a small source 
flows out for centuries to be finally drummed up and drained 
of its particular power in a comparatively few years. 
We find in literature that the term satire 
came :from the Romans, specifically from their Latin "sa.tura." 
meaning a. mixture or medley. Such a. term is justifiable, 
for according to Roman tradition, the oldest Roman satires 
were medleys of scenic or dramatic improvisations. The 
Romans not only named this literary form but a.lso claimed to 
have been its inventors. The authenticity of such a. 
statement is somewhat doubtful for the Greeks ha.d a. form of 
writing called "sillos" that greatly resembled wha.t we know 
to~ a.s satire. 
Their first master of the art was Archilochus, 
sometimes called the Greek Swift, who directed his works 
chiefly against individuals. lie wa.s succeeded by Xenopha.nes 
who ma.de use of a. particular phase of satire, the burlesque, 
with which he a.tta.cked Eromer and Hesiod. It was Aristophanes 
who widened the scope of Greek satire in his comedies most 
well known of which is The Clouds directed against the 
philosopher Socrates. Aristopha.nes, conservative and 
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aristocratic in sympathy, mercilessly ridiculed the newer 
movements in politics and thought~ 
It must be acknowledged that the Greek 
writers preceded those of Bome in using satire, for it was 
not until approximately one hundred twenty-five B. c. that 
Luoilius, who is universally admitted to be the first to 
handle men and manners in that peculiar style which has 
since been known as satirical, produced his work. After 
Lucilius, there is not another satirist of note until the 
age of Horace in sixty-five B. c. Horace's Books of Satires, 
at one time sharp, exceedingly playful at another, supplied 
the eighteenth-century satirists of England with material 
for imitation. Between the urbanity of Horace and the 
burning indignation of Juvenal in sixty A. D. came Persius 
with a satire serious and sincere. dUVenal may be regarded 
as the older Roman moralist to whom satire was a 
"saeva indignatio"-- a ferocious indignation which found 
vent in a savage onslaught on the vices and follies of the 
capital, 
Passing from Italy to the northern 
continental countries and England, the satiric stream is 
found to be still moving along. In the Middle Ages, it 
a,ppeared in the 11 terature of France, Germany and England, 
The works of Erasmus, Langland and even Chaucer testify to 
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its prevalence in Britain while in France, satire as a 
literary imitation occurred early. 
The seventeenth century saw the satiric flow 
increasing and gathering power for the next century when it 
would show its greatest force. During the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries both England and France produced 
satirists, professed satirists who have neither been surpassed 
by the best of their forerunners nor equalled by their 
snccessors. To think on the accomplishments of Dryden, Swift, 
Pope, and Arbutlmot in Neo-Classical invective and the works 
of :Byron, Hood, Thacker~, and Carlyle in nineteenth-century 
satire is to realize that the eighteenth century experienced 
both the heyd~ and the twilight of literary satire. 
From its inception in ancient Greece, satire 
has been written in numerous forms. 'l'.he "si lloi" of 
XSnophanes were in elegaic verse while the extemporaneous 
compositions of the early Romans were set down in varying 
meters. Satire may take the form of either prose or poetry 
and in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in .Ehgland it 
assumed both forms. :Because it allows for easier 
condensation, poetry rather than prose would seem to be more 
adapted to satire. To illustrate--the couplet used by 
Dryden and later perfected by Pope because of its conciseness 
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and precision makes possible a keenness and severity of 
remark. However, the strength and agility of Swift's 
writing is testimony enough to the power of prose in 
reproachful language. 
Whether written in prose or poetry 
satire has always the same purpose--the exposing of public 
or private faults with a view to their correction by 
ridicule. In the accomplishment of such a purpose, the 
eighteenth century was unsurpassed. 
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Chapter II 
STANDARDS OF LITERATUBE m THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
Before there can be an appreciation of the 
prevalence of satire in eighteenth-century English writing, 
it is necessary to became acquainted with the general 
literary standards of the period. 
Even in the late sixteenth and very early 
seventeenth centuries, Ben Jonson is to be found cautioning 
his fellow writers against the excess of expression and ideas 
that accompanied the release from the feudal dogmatimn of 
Church a.nd State. Inevitably, there was to be a reaction 
from the enthusiasm of ideas displayed by the metaphysical 
poets and from the pompous diction used by Sidney andLyly. 
Less than a century after Jon son' s warning, 
England was steeped in a new age of literature--an age 
completely reversed from enthusiasm of precept and verbosity 
of language, an age, in fact, which despised and ridiculed 
both and reverted for its literary doctrine to the rules of 
~eece and Rome. Sheltering under the name of the classics, 
the writers of the Age of Reason steadily advanced and held 
firmly to their chosen standard. The Neo-Classicists 
effectively called in the ancients to help them in the task 
of restoring literary law and order and of stabilizing the 
forms of literary art which had been cast aside by Ben Jonson's 
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contemporaries. The Neo-Classical v~iters had, in the 
words ot Pope, ''Nature still but Nature methodized."* 
Eighteenth-century England was 
characterized by its distrust of mysticism, disgust with 
enthusiasm, and adherence to common sense in all the 
principles of life. It was, too, an era whose environment 
was entirely that of the town, especially London. It paid 
little heed to the small town, village, and farm which has 
been generally associated with England. 
A writer's place of residence was an 
extremely important factor in his success. Living in 
London, he wrote for a known audience upon prescribed 
subjects and was severely restricted by social criticism and 
the ridicule of his contemporaries, especially those who 
held a superior literar.y position. Powerful men gained 
strength in the town, clever ones advantage, and weaklings 
rebui'fs, but, notwithstanding, all v~i ters conformed. 
Such restraint could hardly foster 
imaginative writing, consequently, the weapon of the town is 
found to be social laughter or ridicule represented in 
literature by satire. Moreover, the eighteenth century writers 
* Essa;y .2!! ~--Complete Poetical Works of Alexander Pope--
Cambridge Edition 
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were patterning their age upon that of the Roman Augllstus, 
so, very logically, after investigating its rules and 
literary forms, they proceeded to copy that art which was 
linked with the study of classicism and which predominated 
in the works of the first classicists, Horace, Juvenal and 
Persius. As in Rome during the condi tiona of vice under 
the Empire, the most powertul voices were those ofJuvenal 
and Tacitus raised in protest, so now the great cry came 
from the satirist. Levelled at first against hypocrisy and 
dullness satire soon began to attack eccentricity and 
growing bolder as the century advanced proceeded to deride 
as mere "enthusiasm" all strong emotion and zeal. 
Restraint was the eighteenth-century 
watchword, devotion to classical rules and dislike for 
enthusiasm in any for.m its creed. To maintain in power 
this three-told philosophy of literature, a sure missile, 
one that unfailingly would hit its mark was needed. Such 
an implement was satire, for whether attacking the genius 
and the dullard on one hand or social, political and 
economic foibles on the other, its unrelenting purpose is 
ridicule which invariably wounds if it does not destroy. 
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Chapter III 
SATIRISTS OF THE EIGHTEmTH CENTURY 
T.he late seventeenth century in English 
literature is chiefly the figure of' John Dryden. Re was 
the first poet to write satire of a. strength. flexibility, 
and finish comparable to that of' his ~a.tin models. T.he 
early eighteenth century is the prolongation of' his shadow, 
a shadow which had a. profound influence upon Alexander Pope. 
In his Discourse Concerning Satire, Dryden 
states his opinion of' satire when he sa.ys--"T.he end or scope 
of' satire is to purge the passions . " He goes on to ~plity 
his canon thus--"1, It ought only to treat of' the one 
~bject, 2, The poet is bound and that ex officio to give 
the reader some one precept of' moral virtue, and to caution 
him against some one particular vice or folly. 3. It is 
that sharp well~ered way of laughing a folly out ot 
countenance."• Such rules in addition to his almost 
intiutive critical ability blended to produce his excellent 
satire, 
The succeeding century saw Dryden's mantle 
resting upon the shoulders of' Pope and very naturally 
• ~ Works !d... i[2bA l?ryden in Verse ~Prose-Cambridge Edition 
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accompanied by some of the characteristics of its earlier 
possessor. There is the same mastery of technique, beauty 
of style, and clarity, for Dryden's regularity, precision, 
and balance were zealously copied by Pope. Pope, however, 
perfected the couplet used by his predecessor and better 
adapted it to his own epigrammatic powers. Pope m~ have 
imitated Dryden's technique but, nevertheless, his was the 
true representation of Augustan literature. His Imitations 
of Horace, although not translations, followed the outlines 
of the Latin poet's satires closely with the substitution of 
English references for the Classical. They were, indeed, 
Pope \¥riting as Horace might have written had he lived in 
eighteenth-century England. 
The Dunciad, his most important long 
satire, although modeled upon Dryden's MacFlecknoe, is much 
more venomous and repulsive in its Swiftian coarseness; yet 
it was the expression of its author's ruling passion, hatred 
of dullness and particular dunces. Keeping in mind the 
numerous caustic lines in this work directed at Colley Cibber 
and such a passage as the following attack upon Lord Hervey 
from the Epistle to Doctor Arbuthnot~~ 
"Yet let me flap this bug with gilded wings, 
This painted child of dirt, that stinks and 
stings; 
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Whose buzz the witty and the fair annoys, 
Yet wit ne'er tastes, and beauty ne'er enjoys:"*--
it is easy to believe the sincerity ot these words ot Pope 
trom his Epilogue to ~ Satires--------
"Yes, I am proud; I must be proud to see 
:Men, not afraid ot God, atraid ot me; 
Sate trom the bar, the pulpit, and the throne, 
Yet touch'd and shamed by ridicule alone. 
0 sacred weaponl lett tor Truth's defence, 
Sole dread ot Folly, Vice and Insolence, 
To all but Heav'n-directed hands denied, 
The Muse may give thee, but the gods must guide1 
Revtrent I touch theel but with honest zeal, 
To rouse the watchmen ot the public weal, 
To Virtue's work provoke the tardy hall, 
And goad the prelate, slumb'ring in his stall."** 
It is doubt:f'ul. whether Pope always lived up to 
this philosophy of satiric writing. The gods hardly guided 
him aright on every occasion, tor personal and partisan 
considerations often warped his judgment and frequently 
misdirected his shafts. That his satire was cutting must be 
recognized. The keen-edged satire is more apt to accomplish 
its purpose. Pope realized this and appropriated to himself 
a thin blade ot Damascus steel. 
Jonanthan Swift, the other great satirist ot 
the eighteenth century, is one of the foremost satirists ot 
all time. His chief standard was common sense in the light 
* Prologue to the Satires--~ Complete Poetical Works ot 
Alexander Pope--Cambridge Edition 
** Epilogue to ~Satires, Dialogue li--The Complete Poetical 
Works E.! Alexander Pope--Cambridge Edition 
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of which he ridiculed mercilessly what did not conform to it. 
Where Pope had been concrete, Swift was general and abstract. 
Powerful argaments and bitter irony run through his satire 
showing his hatred of certain principles rather than of 
individuals. He has said himself that it he hated and detested 
that animal called man he heartily loved individual men. 
That he scorned the world and the absurdity 
of its man-made institutions, we have proof in his most well-
known work, Go..l.liver' s Travels. Why did he write such a 
satire has been the query since its publication. He himself 
says in his apology for the work that his desire was- "To 
cure the vices of mankind--" with--
"A Satire that points at no defect 
But what all mortals may correct."* 
Swift lashed not merely the eighteenth century 
but the whole human race either to vex or reform it, and it 
is dubious whether a man of his practicality and common 
sense could have hoped for such a thoroughgoing reformation. 
Although we msy protest indignantly against the low esttmate 
of huma.ni ty presented in Gulliver's Travels, we nmst 
acknowledge it to be the greatest prose satire in our language 
and one of the greatest in all of literature. 
• English Satire ~ Satirists--Hugh Walker--E. P. Du.tton 
and Co. 
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Swift's genius was not tied down to 
criticism of society. He delved also satirically into the 
depths of politics, morals, and religion with that genuine 
feeling which forced him to express himself in his own 
rugged manner. Notwithstanding his brusqueness of tone, 
SWift's prose is unexcelled. Plain, direct, and simple it 
attains an excellence that has thus far proved to be inimitable. 
The two outstanding satirists of Anne's Age 
were surro'Ollded by a host of lesser lights who in their own 
way followed the lead of the masters in attacking customs and 
manners through satir~ Addison and ~teele via the Tatler and 
Spectator Papers sent out very gentle thrusts intended to stun 
but hardly to wound. The ano~ous satirical pamphlets of 
Arbuthnot dealth chiefly with politics and the ridicule of 
his opponents. To him we are indebted for The History ot 
John~ from which we obtained that stout, ruddy-faced, 
I . obstinate figure which has ever since been the symbol of the 
English nation. As this paper made popular the writing ot 
Arbuthnot, !!!!. :Beggars Opera brought John Gay an equal success. 
~ Opera, similar to our modern musical comedy, was really a 
satire upon the politics of London with Sir Robert Walpole 
pictured in ridiculous caricature. A delightfully enjoyable 
piece, it made its author as famous for a time as Pope or 5wift. 
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The latter years ot the century produced a 
figure as great as a.ey in the earlier. But Samuel Johnson, 
renowned for talents quite different trom those ot Pope, 
made use to some extent of the literary form that made Pope 
famous. Where the latter favored the unbane setire of 
Horace, Johnson chose to imitate the invective of JuTenal. 
Upon this model, he based his Londom and the Vanity 91. 
Human Wishes, yet his satire was less biting than either that 
of his classic or neo-classic forerunners. 
In the Vanity ~Human Wishes he says:--
'~nnumber'd suppliants crowd preferment's gate, 
Athirst for wealth, and burning to be great; 
Delusive fortune hears th' incessant call 
They mount, they shine, evaporate and fall'' 
"Still raise for good the supplicating voice, 
But leave to Heav'n the measure and the choice." 
'~our forth thy fervours for a healthfUl mind, 
Obedient passions and a will resigned, 
For love, which scarce collective man call fill," 
"With these celestial Wisdom calms the mind, 
And makes the happiness she does not find."* 
Here is Johnson's characteristic melancholy, 
the result ot a clear-eyed perception of life. Though it's 
theme is the vanity of human wishes, his conclusion reassures 
* Poet;y ~ Prose--1660-1800--Shepherd and Wood-~oughton~ifflin 
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us that it is not meant to imply the :f'u.ti!i ty of human life, 
Johnson wrote satiric couplets but in a manner more general 
than Pope's, more kindly than Swift's, 
Returning to the Spectator Papers, their aim 
as stated by Addison is discovered to be "to enliven morality 
by wit, and to tEmper wit with morality."* Such a purpose 
was not restricted to these essays alone; it was the theme of' 
eighteenth-century literature. Wit restrained by morality 
can be seen threading its way through the major works of' the 
century while the expression of' both flowed out abundantly, 
and variedly. 
One of the last satiric poets of' the 
Dryden-Pope tradition was Charles Churchill. ]elieving that 
he had rejected Pope as a model in favor of Dryden, he never 
attained in a slight degree the polish of' either. Churchill 
was a careless worker, and though his powers f'or satiric 
expression may have been large, his lack of precision and his 
disregard for the rules that governed Pope caused him to waste 
his talent. What fame he experienced csme very quickly with 
the publication of' the Rosciad, an unwarranted onslaught upon 
contemporary London actors. Very naturally the work brought 
him many enemies, on each of' wham he lavished his gift of' 
• Introduction E ~ Spectator Papers--:Ehglish Prose and Poetry--
1560-1800--Shepherd and Wood 
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vituperation. Such a work as the Rosciad and its consequent 
attacks is nothing but empty, rancid invective name calling 
for its own sake. Satire of this tone is far removed from the 
scathing scorn of SWift or the purposive indignation of Pope. 
While Churchill did not emulate with much 
guccess the satire of the Neo-Classicists, he did anticipate 
the concepts of Burns and of Byron. His cry was always for 
liberty, though never very clearly defined, against all author-
ity of Church and State; even in The Author, obviously similar 
to Pope's EPistle To Dr. Arbuthnot, he asserts that genius comes 
before rules, and that the common man is not subject to author-
ity. Such opinions point definitely toward those of Shelley 
and the Romanticists. 
Even as it approached its noon, the twilight 
was casting its tirst shadow upon eighteenth-century satire. 
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Chapter IV 
INDICATIONS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY THAT SATIRE IS ON THE WANE 
The latter half of the eighteenth century 
experienced ~ong its writers a strain that was decidedly not 
satiric nor even classical. It was the rise and development 
of imagination and sensibility with the intention of ridding 
literature of G-reek and Latin rules. 
Before moving ahead to witness the creative 
tendencies in late eighteenth-century writing, it would be 
well to be familiar with the romantic doctrine. Romanticism 
is concerned with the subjective, the individual,and the 
emotional, and tends toward that which is new or creative. 
It possesses, too, a certain spontaneity and the consequent 
freedom of imagination as well as of emotions and instincts. 
It may be noted here that such a literary creed is entirely 
opposed to classicism because of the cry of novelty gaining 
strength at every turn. From novelty it is but a step to the 
invention of new thoughts and of new forms that have no place 
for the conventionality of classical satire. 
James Thompson's The Seasons was an early 
expression of an awakening interest in external nature, and 
this poem preceded other descriptive poetry of Gray, Goldsmith 
and Collins. 
16 
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A very definite break from the Neo-Classical 
standard may be seen in William Cowper. He did not know the 
world of society and of politics so well as his forerunners, 
but what he did observe he satirized well. His Triocinium or 
A Review Of Schools launched an attack against the public 
schools of his time that was doubtless warranted, but it was 
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in The Task that he condemns satire even while using it. 
Although Cowper may have been severe especially in his attack 
on the pretender and the hypocrite, he was never venomous. 
He was faithful to his principle that a love of virtue should 
guide the satirist always. On the whole his satires seem to 
be mediums rather of his opinions than of his genius-- in this 
respect very different from Pope's. 
In The Task the rhyming couplet has been 
replaced by blank verse and the tone very rarely resembles 
that of Pope. In whatever he condemned, Cowper introduced a 
decided touch of nature and a love of the rural that had 
been previously lacking in satire. Moreover, throughout the 
poem the recurring "we" refers to the reader and the author. 
This introduction of himself would seem to bring Cowper 
nearer to the Romantic poets and farther from the classical. 
Additional evidence that he would reject satire is found 
in these words: 
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"Yet what can satire, whether grave or ga;s? 
It may correct a foible, may chastise 
The freaks of fashion, regulate the dress 
Retrench a sword blade, or displace a patch; 
But where are its sublimer trophies found? 
What vice has it subdued? Whose heart reclaimed? * 
These words are a most obvious denunciation of a 
medium of expression that had been very powerful. Cowper was 
decidedly influenced by the sentimentality that was spreading 
over the latter part of the century. In his lengthy defense 
of animals and his censure of the cruelties to which they 
were subjected, he was certainly taking a broad step toward 
the Romantics. Further, the vigorous order so successfully 
evident in Pope's satire was entirely lost in the maze of 
religion, politics, society, philosophy, and animal love in 
The Task. Inspired by a love of Milton and of simplicity, 
Cowper discarded the artifice of the early part of the century. 
Complimentary verse addressed to women and bearing the mark 
of his affection such as To Mary and The Rose was his 
peculiar talent and easy of acceptance in the knowledge of 
the influence women had on his life. Add to this his manner 
of expressing his gratitude to nature who had been his best 
healer as he does in The Task and it must be acknowledged 
that Cowper anticipated the Lake Poets. 
* William Cowper, Goldwin Smith- Harper and Brothers. 
In George Crabbe's writing is seen a 
gradual swing from the Neo-Classical precepts. i'hile still 
under the influence of Pope's cannon, he wrote The Village 
in which appears his power of versification in the satirical 
manner of expression. Crabbe had a keen understanding of 
human nature and of the customs of his times. Making use of 
this knowledge, he satirized with the caustic tmne of Pope, 
the false ideas of the people with regard to the agricultural 
class. APproximately three and one half decades later, the 
romantic influence can be recognized in his Tales Of The Hall. 
Apparent is the moralizing tone of his earlier work, but 
there appears a negligence in versification. The influence 
of those about him had evidently taken away from him the 
distant neo-classical tenet of precise language. Moreover, 
this freer diction is accompanied in the poem by a realistic 
touch that is injurious to the subtlety required in satire. 
Robert Burns, although generally re-
membered for his songs with their S cotti~h lilt, was as hard 
a hater as Alexander Pope but without his inhumanity and 
hoarded spite. There is probably nothing more merciless 
in English literature than his Holy Willie's PraYer yet he 
was using only the doctrine preached from the pulpit by the 
Calvinist ministers. Burns loathed the vice of hypocrisy 
upon which he felt straight-laced moralism to be grounded; 
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consequently, his hatred for the tyranny of the Scotch 
Puritanical ministers was deeply inspired. It found its vent 
in a bitterness of feeling and a savage force of attack in such 
a work as The Holy Fair where a tavern standing near the church-
yard at Mauchline gave him an opportunity to draw many str0ng 
satirical contrasts. It might not be amiss to quote the final 
stanza of his poem as a summary of all his vindi~tiveness 
against the rigid authority of the Scottish Church--
"How monie hearts this day converts 
0' sinners and o ' lasse s ! 
Their hearts o' stane, gin night, are gane 
As saft as onie flesh is. 
There's some are fou o' love divine, 
There's some are fou of brandy; 
An' monie jobs that day 'begin, 
:May end in houghmagandie 
Some ither day. " * 
In The Address to the Deil there are hints 
of the satirization of ecclesiastical as well as popular 
superstition, yet the poem abounds in humor and cannot stand 
comparison with the description of hell in the previously 
mentioned poem. 
*English Poetry And Prose Of The Romantic Movement, Woods -
Scott Foresman and Company 
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Burns wrote satire but he did not go to 
the Classicists for his models. To contrast his Address To 
The Deil or Holy Willie's Prayer with the works of Dryden 
or Pope is to perceive in Burns more of the Romantic than 
of the Classical spirit. His satire was mingled with pure 
poetic beauty. These opening lines from The Holy Fair 
"Upon a simmer Sunday morn, 
Vhen Nature's face is fair, 
I walked forth to view the corn, 
And snuff the caller air. 
The rising sun, owre Galson Muirs, 
Wi' glorious light was glintin; 
The hares were hirplin do\~ the firs, 
The lav' rocks they were chantin 
Fu' sweet that day. " * 
give little indication of the bitter satiric picture of the 
pious assembly that follows. Burns, though capable of attack-
ing what he despised, was primarily a lyricist and in this 
quality leaned toward the nineteenth century. 
Cowper, Crabbe, and Burns may have realized 
in their work certain suggestions of romanticism, but rillirun 
Blake was the figure to pose as the outstanding Romantic 
against the speedily diminishing Neo-Classical standard. 
English Poetry And Prose Of The Romantic Movement , Woods 
Scott Foresman & Company. 
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In his preface to Jerusalem he says "Poetry Fetter'd, 
Fetters the Human Race;" and again in his preface to Milton--
"We do not want either Greek or Roman models if we are but 
just and true to our own imaginations. " * 
To Blake there was no justification for 
coupling morality with wit and sending them forth on a pre-
scribed errand with very precise instruction. The poet, 
in his opinion, should obey no formal rules or literary laws, 
not endeavor to please or to give rational instruction but 
to reveal that with which he had been inspired as true. No 
other term could shale the pedestal upon which eighteenth-
century satire had been resting as the word inspiration. 
Although the inspiration existing in writers at the end of 
that century was only a faint glow to the burning furnace of 
inspiration that illumed the next, yet it caused satire to 
tremble, foreshadowing its fall. 
An attendant factor in the decline of satire 
apparent about the middle of the century was the revival of 
the lyric which had been long suppressed. At first it was 
the refined melancholy of Collins and Gray which broadened 
into the noble humanity of Cowper and ended the century in 
the poignantly charming songs of Robert Burns. Supplementing 
this was the revival and popularity of Gothic lore and a 
L----------------
* ~illiam Blake, Poetical Works ----Grigg, Philadelphia 
new interest in the superstitious tales and legends of 
northern countries which gives an assurance that satire ap-
peared to be darkly shadowed even before the nineteenth 
century and the arrival of the Romantic Movement. 
Chapter V 
CIRCUMSTANCES CONTRIBUTING TO THE RISE OF ROMANTICISM 
A new literary movement is generally a 
reaction to the standards of the er~ before. Nineteenth-
century Romanticism was this, but it was attended by a very 
radical and entirely new doctrine of a political, social 
and economic nature. It is logical to asgume that the 
French Revolution was a great contributing factor to the 
change in English Literature. Priests and nobles .fleeing 
from France sought sanctuary in England, bringing with them 
stories of revolt and uprisings on the part of t he common 
people, the breaking down of tradition in government, the 
fanatical persecution of innocent men and women as victims 
of a false propaganda, and the sudden exaltation of the 
lowest in society who were becoming bloated on the doctrine 
of equality for all, regardless of their fitness for 
responsibility. 
Such havoc in one European capital as 
was being wrought in Paris must reverberate in every other 
and have its effect on all walks of life. Literature, the 
expression of the thoughts and feelings of the people, 
reacted almost instantly and completely away from the 
accepted fonn -- the Neo-Classical standards and satire 
and took up the new banner of Romanticism. 
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This was no time to indulge in the cen-
sorship of BX!Y man when all men were basking in a new order 
of individual liberty and equality. What was more natural, 
then, than that the individual expression of whatever in-
spiration a writer felt should be his only rule of form. 
It was his message he believed that was· all important, and 
his was the right as an individual to express it as he chose. 
With the coming of the new century and 
new endeavors, it was to be expected that satirical moraliz-
ing would be acceptable no longer, that new sentiments of 
rejuvenated expression of them would come to the fore. Old 
standards did topple before the new. The satiric spirit of 
·criticizing the accepted was submerged by the urge to create 
spontaneously. Satire, then, the very proper form and 
instrument of criticism, could not endure when social dis-
approval itself was not tolerated in the same manner that 
it had been previously. 
Liberty was foremost in mind and spirit, 
and with it there was a corresponding dream of that which 
awaited men in the future. An intense feeling of curiosity, 
wonder, and research arose. Emotions which had been 
smouldering burst into flames of the imagination which was 
returned to a prominent position. 
Romantic poetry was, therefore, linked 
with Romantic uubject-matter including a love of nature and 
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myths which would be expressed in lyric strains. It would 
have been a sacrilege to the Romanticists to have set forth 
their ideas in heroic couplets. Pope's medium of language 
could not be theirs. Their change of attitude toward nature 
and man required a new language for expression. With the 
revolutionary ideas from the continent came also to England 
a more extensive love of their own land, and an awakened 
interest in other countries. 
Eighteenth-century social satire was not 
comnopolitan enough nor sufficiently broad for the novel 
and varied interests all over the globe. Satire's theme 
was depravity and fickleness; the new interest in human nature 
called for a view of the better and nobler side of life. 
The creative element in the rising Romantic literature had 
the intention o.f setting up ideals -- of building rather 
than of tearing down-- and with this urge to create came 
a trend back to the small town and village, the pastoral 
scene, and to the beginnings of life as it affects the in-
dividual. There had been an overabundance of criticism of 
human nature and its furbishings; henceforth, the Romantic 
turned to nature' which is beyond criticism. 
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Chapter VI 
NINETEENTH-CENTURY R~~TICISTS 
Ample motives outside of literature that 
would cause the decline of the satire have been recognized, 
but the proof that satire as the eighteenth century knew it 
was definitely waning is found in the writings and doctrines 
of the Romanticists themselves. 
The wave of sentimentality in the third 
quarter of the eighteenth century was but a forerunner of the 
great changes to follow which were first manifested in the 
Lyrical Ballads of William Wordsworth. In the preface to 
this work he sets forth his principles when he speaks of the 
dislike of the artifice and restricted forms of the approved 
eighteenth-century poetry. Just as Blake in the latter part 
of the preceding century turned from the literary subterfuge 
and rule to imagination and inspiration, Wordsworth turned 
to the inner evidence of sensation and feeling. 
Wordsworth's temperament was decidedly 
creative and solitary; such a temperament would hardly be 
adapted to satire. Hence, he turned from the analysis of 
man to the analysis of nature, and such a concrete study as 
Wordsworth made left no room for satiric ridicule. 
That Wordsworth could not tolerate either 
the diction or the subject matter of Dryden nor,indeed, that 
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of the other satirists, we are asgured inthts excerpt from 
a letter to Sir Walter Scott-- "The only qualities I can 
find in Dryden that are essentially poetical are a certain 
ardor and impetuosity of mind with an excellent love.-----
Vihenever his language is poetically impassioned, it is 
mostly upon unpleasing subjects, such as follies,vices,and 
crimes of men or of individuals. That this cannot be the 
language of imagination must have necessarily followed from 
this, that there is not a single image of nature in the 
whole boay of his works." * 
Such comments have a ~o-fold meaning, 
for while they criticize Byron, they give us an indication 
of Wordsworth's philosophy of writing. Nature, simple 
nature, was his beginning and his end. In eschewing the 
artifice of the eighteenth century,he reverted to simplicity--
in subject matter a deliberate choice of themes from humble 
and rustic life, in diction an austere purity of language. 
He sought and glorified in that which was naive and unadorned 
not that which was set in meticulous,precise diction. The 
form and polish of classicism were not to be his media of 
expression,for the new nature of his thought would be stifled 
in classical language. Consequently, the stilted utterance 
of the past changed into lyric melody under his swey. 
*Main CUrrents In Nineteenth Century Literature, George m.Brandes. 
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To Wordsworth,imitation, the guiding 
star of eighteenth-century writers, had become merely spirit-
less copying of mannerisms. His pleasure was found in the 
joy and quiet of nature not in the criticism of his fellow-
men. Friendship as he experienced it in nature left no room 
for invective; he had a tender respect for his fellow-
creatures not a desire to tear them down from their throne. 
The calmness of Grasmere was infinitely more interesting for 
him than the foibles of fickle society. His themes s were 
not to deal with town life but with the lower classes in 
the country. He was more concerned with the freshness and 
gaiety of children about him than with the questionable 
actions of city manners. 
In his detestation of eighteenth-century 
imitation and meticulous form, VIordsworth held the belief 
that poetry should be spontaneous, though not careless, 
utterance. In such an ideal there was no place for satire 
nor did Wordsworth intend there should be. By his very nature 
he could not write it himself, while his romantic philosophy 
lent no incentive to the criticism of man and his environ-
ment. 
Samuel Coleridge, Wordsworth's philo-
sophical partner, detested classicism even in his youth. 
A nineteenth-century creator and critic, he described the 
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Neo-Classical century thus---" The excellence consisted in 
just and acute observation on men and manners in an arti-
ficial state of society as its matter and substance; and in 
the logic of wit conveyed in smooth epigrammatic couplets as 
its form. Even when the subject was purely fanciful,the 
poet appealed to the intellect;nay, even in hhe case of a 
consecutive narration a point was l ooked for at the ending 
of each second line, and the Whole was as it were a chain 
of epigrams." * 
This is indeed a terse summary of the 
thought and diction of the eighteenth-century critifal 
satirist. Poetry for Coleridge had a different purpose. 
He,as Wordsworth, experienced the Romantic flair which is to 
be seen in a new love of the sea and superstition in 
The Rime Of The Ancient Mariner. Coleridge broke away 
also from the eighteenth-century artificial treatments of 
poetry. He substituted a creativeness of melody and a 
language harmonious and varied i n its versification. Being 
of a deeply philosophical mind ever searching for new 
doctrine, he had no time to criticize the failings of those 
about him. Moreover, he looked to the interior rather than 
* From Poetical Theories And Criticisms Of The Chief 
Romantic Poets, Elizabeth G. Marshall--Edwards Brothers 
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to the exterior workings of men, and was too original to be 
held down by conventionality. The hitherto trusted sway 
of classic criticism could not check the innate urge in him 
for that which was new and strange. 
It was not alone his creative work that 
caused him to break away from satirical denunciation, but he 
was to take up a form of criticism more serious and more 
worthwhile--a type not readily adaptable to the heroic couplet 
and having a more noble purpose than ridicule could uphold. 
Coleridge, the philosopher poet, the 
friend of Wordsworth, who with unbiased taste presented his 
judgments upon poetic art was greatly removed fro~m the 
classical satirists of the eighteenth century. 
It was in the work of a more radical 
Romanticist, a revolutionist in thought and ambition, Lord 
Byron, that a reversal to the satire of Dryden and Pope is 
disclosed. This poet had a liking for Pope and a desire 
to imitate his writings, but Byron's interests were too 
broad to be tied down by the vigorous restraint of class-
icism. Being cynical, he had little confidence in human 
nature and too low a moral standard to correct others. It 
was precisely in this that his satire failed of greatness. 
Then too, despite his desire to emulate the Neo-Classici sts. 
the influence of Romanticism welled up in him. In Don Juan, 
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care,precision, and conciseness,the earmarks of good satire, 
were cast aside in favor of laxity,freedom, and verbosity. 
Byron's rough phraseology cannot bear comparison with the 
epigrrummatic power of Pope's couplet. 
In another satirical piece, English Bards 
Apd Scotch Reviewers, Byron goes too far to appear earnest. 
¥rhen compared with Pope's attack on Addison there is little 
beauty or grace about it. To judge from the following lines--
"Such is the force of wi t;but not belong 
To me the arrows of satiric song--" • 
which are representative of others in the poem would be to 
conclude that either rashness of temperament or youth made 
no allowance for brilliant phrasing. 
The Vision Of Judgment is certainly 
Byron's most enjoyable satire and is less great than Don Juan 
only because it is on a lesser scale. It might be called a 
miracle of wit and judgment, a parody of Southey's tribute 
to George III who in the last masterly stanza of the work 
slips into heaven while Saint Peter and the heavenly host 
are preoccupied with escaping the mental torture of listen-
ing to Southey's poetry. The satire is mercilessly severe 
*Complete Poetical Works Of Lord Byron, Cambridge edition. 
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on the king of whom it is said--
"The New World shook him off; the Old yet groans 
Beneath what he and his prepared,if not completed-
"But here Saint Peter started from him place, 
And cried, 'You may the prisoner withdraw; 
Ere heaven shall ope her portals to this Guelph, 
While I am guard ,may I be damn' d myself' • " • 
but it is even harsher on Robert Southey. Byron was determ-
ined to have revenge on the poet who had circulated reports 
about him and no reader of The Vision Of Judgment can doubt 
of his success. Addison could not have smarted more as 
Atticus than Southey when he read these lines --
"Those grand heroics acted as a spell; 
The angels stopp'd their ears and plied their 
pinions; 
The devils ran howling,deafen'd,down to hell; 
The ghosts fled,gibbering,for their own dominions 
(For 'tis not yet decided where they dwell, 
And I leave every man to his opinions); 
Michael took refuge in his trump--but,lo ~ 
His teeth were set on edge,he could not blow~ '' • • 
The whole piece is ludicrous and impossible; 
at one time a seeming burlesque of Milton's celestial scenery 
and persons,at another the vengeful words of a man filled 
with spite. It lacks the gubtlety of the eighteenth-century 
satire. The element of travesty becomes drowned in comedy 
and as the stanzas roll along it turns into a riot of laughter. 
*Complete Poetical Works Of Lord Byron, Cambridge edition. 
** Complete Poetical Works Of Lord Byron, Cambridge edition. 
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Byron did not adhere long to the expression 
of classical satire; too little penetration,too much ~ccesa, 
and too many aspirations led to a search for the new. The 
Romantic trend was predominant in him. He had the same love 
of nature,preferring,however, the grand to the simple,the 
same desire for travel that characterized his contemporaries. 
In addition, he possessed with Shelley a sadness of tone and 
a feeling of solitariness that became almost a cry of despair 
in the latter's words -------
"The devotion to something afar 
From the sphere of our sorrow." • 
It would be impossible for a man so in-
tensely interested in his own affairs as Byron was to bother 
criticizing another's very seriously. He~ be considered 
the spokesman of society,as was Pope, but his tone was indeed 
one of overviolence. His language,as his thoughts, belonged 
entirely to him,a diction that was too careless to compete 
with the exactness demanded by eighteenth-century satire. 
The sanity and common sense of Anne's Age were entirely over-
ruled by his censure which lead into the cynical and the morose. 
Byron never seemed to hold anything in reserve. He allowed 
force to take the place of subtlety. 
•"To .••••• " Poetical Works Of Percy B:ysshe Shelley-R.R.Shepard. 
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Another revolutionist in thought was 
Percy ~ysshe Shelley, a man with a peculiar love for beauty. 
Having no definite beliefs, a cure for evil held but a vague 
existence for him. How then could he criticize it? No worth-
while condemnation could come from a man who in the Preface 
To The Revolt Of Islam writes ---"It is because there is so 
great a multitude of artificial vices that there are so few 
real virtues." * 
Shelley was certainly radical and opposed 
to all authority whether of ideal or diction. Like ~yron, 
his sincere belief rested in liberty--liberty in every phase 
of life. His creed for reformation was not bitter ridicule 
but the imagination. Rather than show up moral depravity, 
he scared into the ether where he could construct a world that 
experienced no evil. In a form worked out by him for his own 
themes,he portrayed virtue as he saw it,however peculiar 
that might be to other men. Such an etherial element as was 
present in his poetry left no room for the critical to arise. 
For Shelley to have expressed his opinions in a satire 
understandable by others would be impossible. 
In one of his attempts at satire, 
Peter ~ell, The Third, it is very evident that the moral is 
overcome by humor, an ingredient which though necessary to 
*"To •••••• " Poetical Works Of Percy ~ysshe Shelley,R.R. Shepard. 
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satire is sprinkled too lavishly in his work. He is not 
chastising but playing. 
Shelley possessed better capabilities 
for sound than for common sense. A man of very little poetical 
wisdom,he had not enough of a perception of the problems of 
the day to properly criticize them,and,therefore,what he in-
tended for satire was often hazy and owned little of the con-
crete condemnation so necessary. Satire, to which men of the 
eighteenth century had devoted their lives, was for him but 
a casual form to be indulged in a moment of' leisure. 
Instead of ridiculing the defects 
of his age,Shelley found an outlet for his genius in two 
directions--- in revolutionizing the spirit of liberty and 
in presenting the poet as moving in a world of other-worldli-
ness, as a being filled with ecstasy which gained expression 
in a gublime bird's song bursting forth with "unpremeditated 
art". * 
For complete proof that Neo-Classical 
invective was markedly waning in the Romantic Period,it is 
essential to examine briefly the satiric works of Hood, 
Carlyle,and Thackeray. 
Thomas Hood's best remembered poem, 
The Song Of' The Shirt, did not live up tom the classical 
standard of satire. Primarily it was sad and solemn,thus 
*To A Skylark--Poetical Works Of Percy Bysshe Shelley, R.Shepard 
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lacking the spirit necessary to satire. Moreover, with no 
particular message evident in it, it seemed but a faint cry 
in behalf of the poverty stricken. Miss Kilmansegg And Her 
Precious Leg by the same author is based on a highly imag-
inative theme and interesting in itself rather than as satire 
on the capitalists of the time. It is humorous to the point 
of nonsense yet lacks the subtlety and wide appeal which 
gives satire a great deal of its power. 
Thomas Carlyle's Sartor Resartus although 
written in a tone of intense imaginative irony is more German 
than Classical in method. The hero is supposed to be a 
German professor who has written a philosophical treatise on 
clothes,their origin,and their influence. Obviously the idea 
came from Swift's Tale Of A Ttlb,but Carlyle,strongly influenced 
by Goethe, made use of it to discuss German transcendentalism. 
Sartor Re.sartus failed as a satire because of the vagueness 
of its philosophic principles which are speculative rather 
than corrective. 
William Makeperace Thackerq who revealed 
himself early as a master of irony seemed to stretch out his 
hand to the writers of the Age of Queen Anne. From his 
humorous essays and newspaper articles grew the Book Of Snobs, 
his most characteristic contribution to satire. Herein he 
fixed not on the sev.en deadly sins but on the forty-seven old 
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and odd meannesses which he found embodied in the national 
tendency to fawn on nobility, to copy its manners,faults,~d 
vices. His theory is that he who admires mean things is a 
snob, and in a long series of papers he deals with many types 
of snobery, It would seem from this work that Thackeray was 
familiar with the saying, "No man is a hero to his valetn for 
he retorts in this manner---so much the worse for the valet 
if he does not reverence the heroic when he comes in contact 
with it. 
The Book Of Snobs suffers as a satire 
because it is too carefully planned and too lengthy. The Neo-
Classic satirists' method was---
"Eye nature's walks; shoot folly as it flies, 
And catch the manners living as they rise." * 
Thackeray's work becomes monotonous and tedious in its treat-
ment of snobs with a severity they hardly deserved. 
Vanity Fair, his most popular novel, 
is an ironic expression of the author's views on the social 
life about him. Cho.osing from Bunyan's Pilgrims Progress 
one gma.ll incident of Christian's journey, he makes of 
Vanity Fair a place of long sojourn, a. spot where his char-
acters spend most of their lives. He centers his action 
about two women--one with a. good heart and little intellect, 
*English Satire And Satirists,Hugh Wa.lker--E.R. Dutton and Co. 
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the other a keen, unprincipled intriguer who endeavors to 
get the most out of the fools who constitute society. This 
novel is certainly a powerful but hardly a pleasing picture 
of social life which might easily warrant the accusation of 
cynicism that has sometimes been directed at Thackeray. 
Although he may have chosen to seek his masters in the 
eighteenth century, Thackeray's powers as a satirist fell 
far short of those who lived in that era. 
In the midst of the desire for original 
and imaginative expression which was rampant in the nineteenth 
century, stands one who was professedly a wit and a satirist. 
Thomas Love Peacock, the friend of Shelley, wrote tales 
and imaginary conversations that constitute part of the 
comment of the Romantic movement about itself. His numerous 
works ,all moulded on the same plan, have a band of humorists 
gathered in a hospitable country house conversing with one 
another, Conversation is the impo~tant thing and in order 
that he might utilize it, he builds up the pretense of a 
story including descriptions and episodes. 
Within such a framework, Peacock caricatured 
his contemporaries. His wrath was stirred by nothing so much 
as the self-satisfaction of the nineteenth century. He dis-
liked romance which he could not accept because of its mystic 
element transcending understanding. Consequently, he sati-
rized romance and its adherents. In his Mainchance Villa , he 
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satirically represents the Lake poets as selling their souls 
~or gold. Realizing that he had gone a little too far, he 
glossed over this insinuation in Gyrll Grange where they are 
treated with much respect. However,his satirization of Byron 
in the following passage under the name of :Mr. Cypress in 
Nightmare Abbey, he never retracted----"Sir, I have quarrelled 
with my wife and a man who has quarrelled with his wife is 
absolved from all duty to his country." • Peacock intended 
their sting to be felt, and doubtless it was. 
Despite his devotion to satire, Peacock 
could not have been Shelley's friend for nothing. He cri t-
icized the writers of romantic literature, yet he himself 
he.d a love for nature and for wild scenery. The Misfortunes 
Of El;phin, a mixture o~ romance,song,and satire, uses the 
third ingredient more to remove any sentimentality from the 
~irst than as a weapon o~ ridicule. In view of this 
Peacock would seem to stand, not back among the Neo-Classic 
satirists,but up with the nineteenth-century romanticists, 
or else midway between. 
What clinchimgc proof is needed that 
the doctrine of the Romantic writers was divorced from the 
Neo-Classical standards and medium of expression is to be 
found in these words of Shelley --
*On Peacock-survey Of English Literature, Oliver Elton~adlillan. 
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"Tis to create and in creating live 
A being more intense, that we endow 
·lith form our fancy."* 
and embodied in the life and poetry of John Keats. Keats 
was in no haste to reach the future. He lingered in 
contempl ation of all the beauty there had been in the past and 
all the loveliness displayed by nature in the present. Beauty 
was his guiding star--beauty in nature, in man, and in art. 
He seized upon it whenever it could be found. For him 
literature was poetry, and poetry was a. lake with wooded 
flowery shores, sky, trees, and flowers reflected in its 
deep waters. 
Into such a. philosophy of living and writing 
satire would enter a.s the harsh pulsa tions of a. pneumatic 
drill upon a. Beethoven symphony. 
*Shelley, the Man and the Poet - A. Glutton-Brock, Putnam, N.Y. 
Chapter VIII 
CONCLUSION 
In lamenting the lack of effective 
satire after the eighteenth century, ~ilbert K. Chesterton 
picked out a weighty reason when he said--"We have a great 
revival in our times of the cult of violence and hostility----
To write great satire,to attack a man so that he feels the 
attack and half acknowledges its justice,it is necessary to 
have a certain intellectual magnanimity which realizes the 
merits of the opponent as well as his defects------ It is 
impossible to satirize a man without having full account of 
his virtues.----It(the nineteenth century)cannot endure to be 
told that its opponent has his strong :points." * He con-
tinues in the vein that a man is angry at satire because it 
is true,end that if a. writer admits no strength in his o:p-
:ponent,the opponent knows the satire is false at least in 
that respect. It is for this reason that satire in the 
' 
ineteenth century failed of greatness. 
Pope's attack on Addison has been ad-
mired as an excellent example of satire. Chesterton explains 
this by the fact that Pope first acknowledged Addison's 
*Varied TYpes, C.K.Chesterton, Dodd. 
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greatness, then, and not until then, did he satirize his defects 
so masterfully. There was, however, that in the temper of the 
eighteenth century which caused this recognition of powers in 
another. Emotions were generally overruled, whereas in the 
nineteenth century they were not subordinated. The sway of 
emotions did not allow for recognition of greatness in others. 
It is also evident that there was not the same careful 
observation of society as in the previous century, but instead 
a determination that there should be a change in whatever stood 
in the way, greatness or not. 
The curiosity, research, and progressive 
character of the nineteenth century stifled the satiric influence 
which had thrived on city life and manners. The irony and 
satire of common sense could not compete with the love of nature 
and of myths • 
ordsworth in his simplicity, Shelley in 
his love of the sea and heavenly bodies, as well as Byron in 
his devotion to freedom and laxity were out of step with the 
previous moralizing tone that had combined with wit in the 
formation of satire. The keen political penetration of Swift 
and Arbuthnot, emanating from genuine feeling, with subtlety 
as its weapon of offen se differed from the obscurity and force 
of Coleridge and Carlyle that had been borrowed from a 
foreign influence. The thought-provoking wit of eighteenth-
century satire in its criticism of society gave 
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way to the willingness to exsmine new themes and strange doc-
trines. 
Satire well served its purpose in an age 
which had to have a reason for everything. In the nineteenth 
century, the value of literature did not exist in the expres-
sion of words and wit,but in the awakening of the emotions 
and imagination. In this new philosophy of writing, intel-
lectual formality was overruled by the emotional, and the crit-
ical in turn becsme subordinated to the creative. Hence 
satire which had previously thrived on the critical interests 
of the eighteenth century now in the nineteenth century waned 
before the creative interests of Romanticism. 
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SUMMARY 
Although the Romans named and 
claimed credit for its invention, a form similar to what we 
know as satire was used by powerful Greek writers years before 
the works of Lucilius were produced. 
From Italy, it developed through 
the Middle Ages and spread to France and England taking the 
medium of both prose and poetry. In the accomplishment of 
its purpose, ridiculing for the purpose of correcting, the 
eighteenth century is unsurpadsed. As a reaction to the 
extravagance of words and enthusiasm of the preceding age, 
this century cut all productions to fit the pattern of com-
mon sense. 
The effectiveness of the weapon 
of satire in the powerful hands of Pope and Swift forced all 
lesser writers to conformity, Some there were, no doubt, 
who strained at the leash in the narrow field of criticism 
of human foibles, but ridicul~ has ever been an unfailing 
check on initiative. Addison and Steele lacking the single-
ness of purpose which was born of Swift's intolerance,used 
gentle thrusts in their writings which,although satirical, 
had not the same power to wound. 
Toward the close of the eighteenth 
century, there were decided trends in more then literature 
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away from the restraint toward a freer,fuller existence. Both 
the political and industrial revolutions in Europe were con-
tributing factors in the wane of satire. In an age of dawn-
ing self-realization and self satisfaction, man had no time 
for criticism of himself or of his neighbor. There were larger 
things than the curbing of human follies. 
Liberty was foremost and Roman-
ticism, based upon the imagination, had full encouragement 
and scope to flourish. 
Word~orth and Coleridge, believ-
ing all imitation tawdry, were far removed from the satirists 
of the eighteenth century. Although Byron reverted to the 
ridicule of Dryden and Pope, his moral standard was too 
doubious to make his criticism of others effective. Shelley's 
lack of practical wisdom made him incapable of criticizing 
others and his attempts at satire are merely playful. His 
contribution to his age was in presenting the poet as a being 
apart from others in an ecstatic realm of inspiration. 
In the sopcalled satiric works 
of Hood, Carlyle, and Thackeray, the power and appeal and 
singleness of purpose of the eighteenth-century satirists is 
lacking. Their works are not comparable. 
Satire in the nineteenth century 
failed of greatness because its writer either overlooked or 
was incapable of acknowledging the merits of the thing they 
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had set out to satirize. The value of literature here existed 
in the awakening of the imagination and the emotions. 
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